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Course Description 
The influences of Hip Hop in America and throughout the world posit this art form among the great cultural aesthetics 
found in both the Harlem Renaissance and Black Arts Movements. As with any complex genre, elements of Hip Hop 
culture, specifically rap music, have been praised for contributions to popular culture and admonished for 
representations that consistently marginalize women, the LGBTQIA community, and people of color. This course will 
explore and seek to understand the long-standing cultural warfare that exists among nine elements of Hip Hop culture 
and the impact these challenges have on gender and social identities. Students will be challenged to think critically 
about Hip Hop beyond the scope of entertainment. We will accomplish this by examining literature, films and music that 
provide interdisciplinary discourse on Hip Hop in our society.  
 
Course Objectives 

• Students will explore the social and cultural roots of Hip Hop culture in America and the mobilization and empowerment of 
urban youth.  
 

• Students will be able to identify sociological issues and historical events that illuminate the marginalization and triumphs of 
urban youth. 
 

• Students will examine rap artist’s ‘outsider-within’ representation of their lived experience and how these depictions 
impact one’s understanding of the multidimensional and complex issues facing society. 
 

• Using feminist theories as a backdrop, students will be able to recognize ‘stereotype resistance’ within the patriarchal 
sphere of rap music.  
 

• Students will investigate the impact of Eurocentric involvement in Hip Hop culture and how representations of White 
culture could be viewed as disingenuous and contradictory. 
 

• Students will investigate and critically analyze the aesthetical contributions of Hip Hop culture in popular 
American/westernized institutions (i.e., sport, education, literature, film, commercials and various forms of music). 
 

• Students will explore how the misuse of gender and sexual identities in society construct and foster demeaning and 
execrated gender and sexual roles in some rap music. 
 

• Students will examine the domestic and global influences of Hip Hop culture on traditionally segregated and diverse people, 
and how these communities (commonly referred to as the “Hip Hop Nation”) engage in broad opposition to social 
inequities. 
 

• Students will examine the intersection of various social identities and critically analyze how Hip Hop culture shapes and 
illuminates collective agency. 

 
      Nine elements of Hip Hop culture 

   1) The craft of the DJ   2) B-Boy: The origins of Hip Hop dance 
   3) Fresh Dipped: Hip Hop Fashion  4) Microphone Fiend: Emceein (MCs) 
   5) Who got Skillz? MC Battling   6) Tagging: The art of Graffiti  
   7) Beat boxing     8) Slang (urban linguistics)  
   9) Double Dutch: The influence of playground creativity  

 

 


